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1. INTRODUCTION
This report highlights activities and major developments during February 2013. During this
month, the number of delivered antennas reached 56. AEM antenna work proceeded as
planned, and the last Vertex antenna was delivered to the array operations site (AOS).
Front end (FE) test and measurement systems provided by North America (NA) and East
Asia (EA) began to be installed, and staff is being trained on their use. The last FE assembly
was delivered by the European front end integration center (FEIC) and band 4/8/10
cartridges continued to be delivered. The band 5 project was kicked-off on February 1st.
Because of bad weather, February was largely an unproductive period for commissioning
and science verification (CSV). Array operations were affected by power issues, including an
outage at the AOS.
The cycle 0 observations are complete and the data of almost all the projects have been
delivered to the principal investigators (PI). For cycle 1, no data were taken during February.
The end of cycle 1 has been extended to March 1st 2014, prior to the start of cycle 2.
2. PROJECT MANAGEMENT
2.1. Management IPT and IPT Meetings
In February, the JAO made significant progress with preparations of the instrument
laboratories at the OSF. The installation of the FE test and measurement systems provided
by the NA and EA Executives began. Major civil and electrical projects were initiated or were
well underway. While the civil work started late, the objective to get this work done as
promised in February and March was achievable.
The topic of power costs and possibilities to provide additional support to the JAO were
considered at the late-February Management Integrated Product Team (MIPT) meeting. The
NA Executive reported it had determined it had been able to find a significant sum.
There were few rainstorms but the volume of rain was sufficient to result in substantial water
flow at several locations along and across the road between the operations support facility
(OSF) and the AOS. The resulting erosion left the 23kV cable exposed in several places.
The JAO Safety and Site teams did some remedial repairs to minimize the impact and
provide for a safe operation with additional procedures. The options regarding the road were
discussed and it was determined that a thorough technical review would be necessary to
understand if the problem resulted as a consequence of design or implementation failure or
simply a result of a changing environment.
2.2. Budget Status
The first table represents the position from the bilateral agreement. The second table shows
the ALMA-J contribution, and finally the third table shows the Project Management Control
System (PMCS) change requests (CR) that have been implemented during the month.
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Construction budget summary February 2013 – In Process section updated on March 5 .

ALMA-J Contributions in Construction February 2013

The tables above include the cost-to-complete (CtC) CRs updated as of March 5th and the
following set of CRs has been implemented during February 2013:
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PMCS
CR #

Description

Exec

Comments

2.0598

North American Site IPT: Adverse
Exchange Rate effect - 025.0225

NRAO

Added 2011-May-23. +$3791K
Y2K, +$5433K TYD.
Implemented 2013-Feb-25.

2.0623

North American Site IPT: AOS
Utilities Contract Overruns 025.0225

NRAO

Added 2012-Nov-28. +$1466K
Y2K, +$2129K TYD.
Implemented 2013-Feb-25.

2.0600

North American Site Cost to
Complete in 2013: Management
Extension - 025.0200

NRAO

Added 2011-May-30. +$581K
Y2K, +$896K TYD. Implemented
2013-Feb-25.

2.0618

North American Site Cost to
Complete in 2013: Fuse
Disconnectors Costs - 025.0225

NRAO

Added 2012-Aug-24. +$1362K
Y2K, +$2120K TYD.
Implemented 2013-Feb-25.

2.0620

North American Site Cost to
Complete in 2013: AOS Roads
Contracts Additional Future Costs
- 025.0225

NRAO

Added 2012-Oct-31. +$115K
Y2K, +$176K TYD. Implemented
2013-Feb-26.

2.0621

North American Site Cost to
Complete in 2013: Outer Array MV
Cable Installation

NRAO

Added 2012-Oct-31. +$691K
Y2K, +$1075K TYD.
Implemented 2013-Feb-26.

PMCS CRs implemented during February 2013

2.3. Schedule Status as of January 31st, 2013
Key schedule topics of the month are:
•
-

-

•
-

AOS
Infrastructure:
o Antenna Stations: All the Atacama Compact Array (ACA), central cluster and
inner array are complete (foundations, transporter access, ridges, utilities
capability). The remaining stations belong to the Y-array and the utilities are
expected to be complete in April 2013.
o Power Distribution: Permanent power supply (PPS) is powering the OSF and
AOS-technical building (TB), while the AOS antennas are still powered by the
temporary power system (TPS) generators. Branch 3 and 4 have been PPS
energized and Branch 1 and 2 are postponed to late April. Currently the
safest and most science and cost efficient way to establish the 2013 power
system is being analyzed. This is being carried out in conjunction with the
required repairs of the OSF-AOS road and the 23kV cable.
Antennas in the Array:
o A total of 56 antennas delivered with 53 at the AOS, and three in
maintenance.
OSF
Antennas: antenna CM11, DA57 and DA58 are in Assembly, Integration and
Verification (AIV) processing.

The following diagrams show the ALMA general overview of the current and the previous
month, and the same for next two diagrams with more details of 2012 and 2013.
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3. EAST ASIAN EXECUTIVE
3.1. Management
The EA project manager performed regular reviews of the schedules of the antennas and
the band 4/8/10 cartridges.
In Mitaka, the ALMA development planning meeting was held on February 14th, and the
ASAC F2F meeting on February 15th and 16th.
The ALMA Development Steering Committee (ADSC) meeting was held on February 16th.
ADSC suggests that the band 1 project team should study the feasibility of extraordinary
capacities that can be achieved only with ALMA. This approach is useful in evaluating the
science value and total cost of ALMA band 1 project in the context of the Jansky VLA
science capabilities and its total cost.
3.2. ACA Antennas
The occurrence of uninterrupted power supply (UPS) alarms was reported for PM01, PM02,
PM04, and several other CM antennas. The alarms occurred due to deteriorated batteries of
the UPS, and NAOJ has been replacing them. The cause of the battery deterioration is likely
related to a high temperature condition of the battery which happened inside the UPS
cabinet in the past. The cause was removed in all the antennas.
3.2.1

ACA 12m antennas:

PM01, 02, and 04 have been used for CSV and early science activities at the AOS. PM03
moved to the OSF technical facility and will stay there until the ALMA inauguration.
Regarding the action request about azimuth and elevation oscillations during the on-the-fly,
MELCO finished tests on PM03 about a dedicated “stable trajectory” for the quick turning
motion. The measure was found effective to stabilize the oscillation. A next step will be to
verify the measure for PM03 at the AOS. The difference of the pad stiffness between the
AOS and the MELCO site erection facility (SEF) may affect the measurement results. After
the test at the AOS, NAOJ will finally propose an antenna control unit (ACU) software (SW)
upgrade plan for all PM antennas.
During the continuous bad weather in February, new water intrusion to the receiver cabin
was identified on PM03 at the MELCO SEF. A connecting part of the wall is deteriorated,
which led water to the inside of the receiver cabin. MELCO is correcting that part of the wall.
3.2.2 ACA 7m antennas:
Eleven ACA 7m antennas -except CM11- are located at the AOS. CM11 is used for AIV at
the OSF and will stay there until the ALMA inauguration.
Regarding the heating, ventilating, air conditioning (HVAC) failure at CM09 on February 5th,
where the receiver cabin temperature increased to over 30º, it was likely caused by an
abnormal behavior of the coolant flow-meter readout. Although the HVAC is now working
properly, NAOJ plans to replace the flow-meter readout device in the near future.
In the receiver cabin of CM01, serious water condensation was seen when the antenna was
inspected after a long period of power outage at the AOS. The reason why such serious
water condensation occurred on CM01 has not been clearly identified. NAOJ/MELCO will
continue necessary investigation into the occurrence.
3.3. EA Front End
3.3.1 EA Front End Integration Center (FEIC):
EA FEs from #1 to #17 are contributed by EA, #18 to #22 by NA, #23 to #26 by EU. All EA
front ends are delivered, with the final one -EA FE #26 (FEND S/N68)- having passed its
provisional acceptance on-site (PAS) review at the OSF in Chile on January 22nd. Activities
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at the EA FEIC in Taiwan are now focused on completing the installation of one testing line
in Chile.
The testing line was shipped out from the EA FEIC on January 4th and arrived at the OSF on
January 11th. The installation is going on now. A tilt table and an NSI scanner have been
installed, and the mechanical alignment of the scanner is currently going on. Commissioning
tests are scheduled to start in the week of March 1st.
3.3.2 Band 4/8/10 Cartridges:
Band 4 cold cartridge assembly (CCA4): To date, 30 CCA4 cartridges, out of a total of 73
cartridges, have been delivered. This month’s progress is as follows:
PAS review report in preparation
S/N 22, 26, 27, 28, 32
PAS test report submitted
None
Arrived at the OSF
S/N 09, 38, 40
In transit to the OSF
None
To be shipped to the OSF
None
To be authorized to be shipped
S/N 16, 33, 36, 42
PAI review report in preparation
None
PAI test report in review
S/N 43, 46, 50
Ready for PAI test
S/N 37, 45, 47, 51
Band 8 cold cartridge assembly (CCA8): To date, 45 CCA8 cartridges, out of a total of 73
cartridges, have been delivered. This month’s progress is as follows:
PAS review report in preparation
S/N 27, 28, 30, 32
S/N 03, 04, 05, 09, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 17,
PAS test report submitted
18, 19, 21, 23, 38
Arrived at the OSF
None
In transit to the OSF
S/N 29, 39, 49, 50, 51
To be shipped to the OSF
None
To be authorized to be shipped
None
PAI review report in preparation
S/N 02, 22, 50
PAI test report in review
None
Band 10 cold cartridge assembly (CCA10): To date, 28 CCA10 cartridges, out of a total of
73 cartridges, have been delivered. This month’s progress is as follows:
PAS review report in preparation
S/N 05, 06, 07, 08
PAS test report submitted
S/N 03, 04
Arrived at the OSF
S/N 21, 26, 28, 30
In transit to the OSF
S/N 27, 29, 31
To be shipped to the OSF
None
To be authorized to be shipped
None
PAI review report in preparation
None
PAI test report in review
S/N 35, 43, 44, 46, 50
Summary Status is as follows:
PAI Review Completed

Delivery Completed

Band 4 cartridge assembly

34

30

Band 8 cartridge assembly

47

45

Band 10 cartridge assembly

32

28
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3.4. New Development Projects
3.4.1 Band 1 Cartridge:
The band 1 project team has proposed to substitute two reviews, the preliminary design
review (PDR) and then the project review, for "an external review" suggested by the ALMA
director and ALMA Board, and the ADSC approved it. In addition, the ADSC suggests that
the band 1 project team should hold a specification review before the PDR. Now, the band 1
project team is planning the specification review and the PDR.
4. EUROPEAN EXECUTIVE
4.1. Management
On February 8th, the last ALMA FE assembly was delivered by the EU FEIC (Fig. 1). It
arrived in Chile on February 18th.

Figure 1- Staff at the EU FEIC at RAL (UK) celebrating the delivery of the last
th
ALMA Front End Assembly on February 8 .

AEM antenna work continued. One antenna is foreseen for delivery in March, and two more
in April.
The EU Project Office and EU Site IPT continued their work on various site related topics.
Details are given in the Site section. Main activities included: (1) successful intervention on
power generator turbine #3 by the contractor, now making all three turbines available for
power generation using liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) or diesel fuel; (2) preparations for
installing a fence around the power facility; (3) assistance to the ALMA department of
engineering (ADE) power team in various technical and operational issues, and (4)
preparation of the call for tender for the ALMA Residence.
Members of the EU Project Office and EASC attended the ALMA Development workshop in
Mitaka (Japan).
4.2. EU Antennas and transporter
AOS/OSF status and progress
Accepted antennas
In February no antenna was transferred to ALMA, due to various reasons including weather.
The two antennas in the AIV area (DA57 and DA58) continued their commissioning and
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integration path. At the beginning of February a power cut affected all antennas at the AOS.
In the course of February the antenna group (AG) was busy putting back in operation the
antennas and this was the occasion for the EU antenna IPT (AIPT) to review and update the
AG power-up procedure.
The AEM Consortium continued addressing the open works of the delivered antennas. The
list of open works was reviewed in February and is becoming shorter and shorter. It was
decided in February that the first European antenna DA41, accepted on April 21st, would be
brought down to the OSF in order to do a thorough inspection before the end of the 2-year
warranty period. This will also allow for completing the update of the calibration volume
thermal control, which was agreed and decided after the delivery and transfer to the AOS of
DA41. The planned date for these interventions is the beginning of April.
In general the antennas were behaving well, but problems with the HVAC kept being
experienced on DA52 and DA53, failing more than once. This issue is under thorough
scrutiny by the EU AIPT, which also organized a mission of an ESO specialist to look into
the issue. Some findings are presently in discussion with AEM. With the exception of the
HVAC, the number of tickets originated by ALMA continues to remain low, showing that most
of the initial problems of the antennas (e.g. drive system) were effectively cured.
AEM Work Area Antennas
In the course of February progress was achieved on antenna s/n 22 (DA62), which was fasttracked due to issues with other antennas. As per the end of February almost all acceptance
testing was completed and the acceptance date of the antenna and its transfer to ALMA was
fixed for week 11 (the week of the ALMA inauguration). The acceptance testing of DA61 was
also completed in February, but the acceptance of the antenna was postponed due to an
accident, in which the backup structure (BUS) of the antenna was damaged by a collision
with a cherry picker. The BUS manufacturer –who intervened on site– detected only
localized damage and designed the part to be manufactured for the repairing patch. The
repair itself will be performed in March. Acceptance of the antenna is likely to take place
around mid-April.
The pointing tests on antenna s/n 19 (DA59) were interrupted by ESO and the antenna was
given back to AEM in order to study and solve the detected deficient pointing in Elevation.
AEM performed various tests, including comparison tests with antennas at the AOS,
effectively confirming the difference in the behaviour of the elevation structure/encoding. The
issue is still under analysis, and it is present also in s/n 20 (DA60) at an unacceptable level,
so that acceptance tests are on hold on this antenna too.
On the assembly side of the activity visible progress can be reported. The assembly on
antennas #23, #24 and #25 moved considerably further. The receiver cabin of antenna #25
was mounted and reflector #23 was installed on the antenna. Reflector #24 was completed
and reflector #25 was close to completion at the end of February. It is expected that before
the end of March all antennas will be fully mechanically assembled. Antenna #23 is in its
commissioning phase.
Open Points/ Reservations
The work to close the reservations linked to the delivered antennas is continuing. There is no
reservation on any performances of the antennas delivered and hence, except some open
works remaining and mentioned above, only minor documentation issues are left. The EU
AIPT started to check systematically the completion of the acceptance data packages and
the completion of the as-built drawings in view of obtaining from the JAO the full acceptance
of the antennas in short, starting with unit #1.
The AEM Consortium is working on the actions raised at the delta acceptance review
(ACRV) held in November 2012, related to the maintainability, reliability and to the antenna
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manuals. The updated manuals were issued by AEM and are presently being checked by
ESO before hand-over to ALMA.
Eventually the new version of the ACU SW (release 1.5.0) was received. With this all points
known to date to the EU AIPT were treated. Installation on delivered antennas is planned in
March.
Since the signature in November 2012 of contract amendment #13, covering warranty
aspects, AEM is intervening at the AOS, without request for reimbursement. Spare
procurement is ongoing, and a first batch may be delivered in March at the OSF.
The AIPT keeps supporting the Antenna Group on various aspects of maintenance of the
antennas, helping to shape and supporting the decision on maintenance policy to be taken
by the JAO.
Europe progress
Support from the technical teams in Europe is continuing as needed, on warranty aspects
and in order to solve the pointing deficiency of antennas DA59 and DA60, presently on hold
at AEM.
Ridges, I/F plates, and others.
Nothing pending. Work completed, and the spares were provided to ALMA.
Transporters
Both machines are in regular operation, after a successful servicing intervention in
December 2012.
4.3. EU Front End
The last remaining EU FE IPT construction activity, the delivery of FE assemblies, was
completed this month with the delivery of FE assembly SN70 by the EU FEIC at RAL (UK)
on February 8th (Fig.1, above). The FE assembly arrived safely at the OSF on February 18th
and is currently waiting for its PAS review.
Since the EU FEIC facilities at RAL need to be vacated by early April 2013 the
decommissioning has immediately started after delivery of the last FE Assembly. Most of the
test equipment and tools will be shipped to ESO in Garching. Some test equipment is being
reused for the band 5 cartridge production, realizing cost savings for this development
project, and some special lab furniture and tools have been shipped to the JAO.
In support of cartridge tier 2 maintenance at the OSF a band 7 cartridge test set was shipped
by IRAM to the OSF on February 14th. The installation of this equipment has been
postponed until late Q3 of 2013 since lab space at the OSF was not ready in March and the
availability of JAO FE staff was not guaranteed due to other, higher priority, tasks.
A second water vapor radiometer (WVR) maintenance training for JAO FE staff is being
organized. The objective of this training is to make the JAO fully self-supporting in tier 2
maintenance of WVRs.
With the completion of construction deliveries, the activities of the EU FE staff concentrate
on the remaining tasks aiming at delivering spare parts and providing additional
maintenance training to JAO staff.
Furthermore, the band 5 project –the first approved ALMA development program project–
formally started in February (although much preparatory work had already been done during
2012). The kick-off meeting for the production of 67 band 5 cartridges was held in Groningen
(NL) on February 1st after signature of the contract by NOVA/GARD and ESO in January.
The consortium will deliver band 5 CCAs over the next four years, with the warm cartridge
assemblies (WCAs) coming from NRAO.
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5. NORTH AMERICAN EXECUTIVE
5.1. Management
In a collaborative effort with the other project managers, the ALMA warranty policy was
revised to make more precise definitions of preventive maintenance, corrective
maintenance, and formal acceptance. The project managers also wrote the executive
summary for the ALMA Maintenance Principles and the ALMA Maintenance Implementation
Plan.
The NA portion of the ALMA risk register was updated. The impact of sum weighted risks
decreased by about $200K when compared to the previous version of the register. The
reduction arose primarily from reduced risk in JAO aspects of shared work.
5.2. NA Construction Activities
5.2.1 Antenna
- Antenna Surface Deformations: Investigations into the surface deformations of the Vertex
antennas are continuing. Summary reports documenting the findings of the quad leg and
surface adjuster coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) measurements are being delivered.
(Vertex had already reported that the CTE measurements are consistent with the design
values). NA AIPT forwarded the report "Vertex Production Antenna Radiometric Focus
Review” to Vertex for their in-house review. The report summarizes measurements of the
temperature dependence of focal length made by CSV and compares those results to Vertex
design calculations. In general, the findings presented indicate a much stronger dependence
of focal length upon temperature than was previously predicted by the Vertex analysis.
- Nutators: Factory acceptance and site acceptance test reports for the first nutator have
been written and posted on EDM. An acceptance review for this nutator is being scheduled
for late March. An engineering change request has been submitted seeking relief from the
10ms settling requirement and 1.3 arc second pointing accuracy requirements for all
commanded chopping positions and frequencies, and will invoke settling time and pointing
accuracy values as a function of the commanded position and frequency. The fabrication
and assembly of the four remaining units continues in Taiwan.
- Optical Pointing Telescopes (OPTs): All six OPTs have been delivered to Chile. The onantenna tests of units 3-5 are complete, and the writing of the acceptance test reports for
units 3 and 4 is nearly complete. On-antenna tests of unit 6 are scheduled for completion in
March, weather permitting.
5.2.2 Front End
- FE Assemblies. All of the NA FE assemblies have been provisionally accepted, and the
current focus is on working with the ALMA product assurance (PA) team on closing out any
remaining open action items that might stand in the way of achieving formal full acceptance
of all delivered FEs. There are three corrective action item requests still open for the NA FE
IPT to resolve. Materials review board meetings are being held at regular intervals to make
continued progress on the closure of each of these requests.
The NA FE IPT produced a “status list” for an NA FE assembly to facilitate the process of
obtaining the final acceptance certificates for the delivered hardware. The list summarizes
the closure status of applicable action items from Preliminary Acceptance In-house (PAI)
and PAS meetings, as well as any applicable Non Conformance Report (NCR), Request for
Waiver (RfW), or Corrective Action Request (CAR) requests. The list also summarizes the
availability of acceptance documentation and minutes of the applicable acceptance
meetings. A satisfactory status for all FE assemblies should conclude the NA FE IPT’s
responsibility for FEs with respect to the construction phase.
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FE Test Systems: The NA FE test and measurement system (FETMS) were completely
assembled at the OSF. It is currently being evaluated by using it to test FE SN 061. A major
milestone was recently achieved when the FETMS performed a health check of the FE
(bands 3, 6, 7, 9, and 10) and confirmed that all cartridges were operating with nominal I-V
curves and Y-factors. Beam scanner planarity measurements were completed, and
measurements of band 3 beam patterns were then made. Phase center information has
been successfully extracted from the beam patterns using the existing software, indicating
that both the hardware and software are fully functional. To conclude this task, the
commissioning team is now focusing on performing the full suite of verification tests as listed
in the formal FETMS test plan.
The band 6 cartridge test set was also completely assembled at the OSF. A band 6 cold
cartridge has been installed, and it is currently being cooled down for testing. The installation
of the test set computers and the modification of software and databases continues in
parallel. This work is almost complete.
WCAs and LO Multipliers. The FE local oscillator (LO) group is concentrating on producing
the band 10 WCAs. So far, ten band 10 WCAs have been delivered to the OSF, including
two that were integrated into FE assemblies and fully tested at the NA FEIC. The
acceptance rate of band 10 WCAs has slowed due to a high incidence of amplitudemodulated (AM) noise failures during final qualification testing of the completed WCA. To
speed up acceptance testing, the LO group is now pre-screening pairs of YIG-tuned
oscillators and active multiplier chains for AM noise before installation in the WCAs. This
should reduce the amount of requalification testing and therefore improve production. The
deliveries of FE LO cryogenic multipliers for bands 4, 8, and 10 are ongoing as planned.
With 95 percent of band 4 and 8 multipliers and 87 percent of the band 10 multipliers
delivered to their respective cartridge groups at NAOJ to date, this construction activity is
expected to complete on schedule.
FE Thermal Interlock Modules (FETIMs): The testing of one FETIM at the NRAO Technology
Center was placed on hold because the staff tasked with performing the test was temporarily
reassigned to install and commission the FETMS at the OSF. Once the test is successfully
completed, the unit will be forwarded to the OSF for integration in a FE assembly for
subsequent qualification testing. Once its operation is confirmed, the remaining production
quantity of FETIMs will be kitted and shipped to the OSF. The shipments are currently
scheduled to be complete in May 2013.
Front End Handling Vehicle (FEHV): The delta CDR for the FEHV is scheduled for March
18th.
5.2.3 Backend
The CR to revise the interface control document for FE LO and back end was approved by
the Configuration Control Board (CCB) on February 20th.
5.2.4 Correlator
The minutes of the correlator acceptance review held on December 20th were approved.
5.3. NA Off-site Maintenance
5.3.1 Front End Maintenance
Tiered Maintenance. Two band 6 cartridges were repaired in February. Authorization was
received to ship the cartridges. Another two cartridges are under test at the NRAO-NTC, and
one is being repaired. Four more band 6 cartridges with known failures await shipment back
to the NRAO-NTC.
One band 3 cartridge was returned to the OSF after it was repaired. The PAI of another
cartridge was completed, and it was authorized for shipment. Two more band 3 cartridges
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are under repair at the Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics. The FE LO group completed the
repair of three band 3 WCAs.
5.3.2 Backend Maintenance
Most of the back end group effort in February was spent on repairing some backend units
that failed in the field. Investigations were made into the potential performance of backend
modules for the ALMA phasing project.
A training event for ADE staff is being organized for April 2013. Expected training topics
include laser safety, a refresher course on test stand operations, line replaceable unit (LRU)
troubleshooting, and periodic LRU maintenance requirements.
5.4. NA Development
5.4.1 Development Projects Summary
The status of the three development projects supported by NA is summarized below.
Band 5 local oscillator (NRAO): The excess noise and harmonics issue continues to impede
design progress. GARD OSO completed testing of the proposed solution, which was the
insertion of a low pass filter between the isolator and the RAL x2 multiplier. This change
significantly improved performance, but additional refinements in the design are needed.
OSF-Calama optical fiber (JAO/NRAO): The project is on schedule to complete the
permitting process and begin construction during the month of March. Silica is in final
negotiations with Gas Atacama, who is the owner of the natural gas pipeline that crosses the
Chajnantor Plateau, to lay fiber along its right of way. Telefónica and Silica are collaborating
on the final design and permitting of the connection point between the two fiber intervals
(Calama to San Pedro, and San Pedro to the AOS).
ALMA Phasing (MIT/Haystack): As recommended by the ALMA Board, a detailed estimate
of the JAO’s implementation (non-recurring) and operations (recurring) costs for the ALMA
Phasing Project (APP) is underway. The estimate will be complete by the end of March. A
protocol for charging JAO labor costs for work performed on the APP is being developed.
5.4.2. NA Development Studies Summary
An ALMA Development Workshop was held in conjunction with the Mitaka ASAC meeting.
The status of NA development studies and funding for the NA Development Program was
presented. ALMA-NA will hold an informational workshop on its next call for development
studies in Charlottesville on April 18th. The actual call for proposals will be made shortly
thereafter.
Progress updates on three of the eight development studies currently supported by NA are
presented below.
Second Generation Receiver for ALMA band 6 (NRAO): The proposed second-generation
ALMA semiconductor-insulator-semiconductor (SIS) receivers will use balanced sideband
separating SIS mixers which will reject LO sideband noise and require approximately fifty
times less LO power than the current ALMA band 6 receivers. The performance evaluation
of a balanced intermediate frequency low noise amplifier for the double sideband mixer is
complete. The 4-12 GHz superconducting hybrid design is in progress.
Design Study for Production of band 2 cartridges (NRAO). The bandwidth of the proposed
cartridge (65–90 GHz) extends the ALMA operating range and enables investigation of the
4mm wavelength region. A band 2 science workshop is tentatively scheduled for May 29th30th.
A Visualization Portal for ALMA Data (U. of British Columbia): This study will develop a webbased, visualization portal that will enable multiple astronomers to simultaneously and
collaboratively interrogate/explore a one terabyte dataset. A change of work scope was
implemented during this reporting period. A “Portal Integration Plan” will be produced in lieu
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of the creation of “ALMAportal.org”. This will eliminate an intermediate step in the
development process as the ALMA Archive Group asserts that any visualization tool can
only be deployed within the ALMA Science Portal. The study principal investigator will
coordinate with ALMA portal developers to design a plan whereby the proposed visualization
tool will integrate directly into the ALMA Science Portal.
6. SITE
6.1. JAO
During February all OSF facilities plus the AOS TB were powered by the PPS turbines while
the AOS antennas were still powered by the TPS generators. The power supply has been
unimpeded. At present all three turbines are fully operational, only one is used to supply
power at any time.
The preparations for implementing a permanent backup option at the AOS are still
progressing slower than expected, and readiness is expected by the end of March. In view of
the recent PPS experiences, the completion of this facility is essential for the completion of
the AOS transitions to the PPS.
The energization of the first branches needed for cycle 1 finally started after a temporary
safe adjustment of the switchgear protection was implemented. One array element could be
placed on a long baseline antenna station.
6.2. ESO
ALMA Residence
The final version of the design was submitted by the contractor and is being reviewed to
assess the satisfactory closure of the pending actions.
No major issues found, but some corrections could be required.
The preparation of the documentation for the CfT has begun and is planned to be released
in April.
Roads
No decision by the Santiago Court of Appeal about the request for annulment of the
arbitration tribunal award by the contractor that paved the road has been received yet. It is
expected however to be in favor of the submission of the case to the Supreme Court.
Nevertheless the likelihood that the Supreme Court will rule in favor of the annulment is
deemed rather low.
The execution of the intersection with the public highway CH23 by/on behalf of the Ministerio
de Obras Públicas (MOP, the civil works ministry) is still pending. After assessment of the
“fair” cost by a consultant, contacts are ongoing to devise the way forward trying to find an
agreement with the MOP.
Power
Turbine #3 was finally repaired during the intervention of the contractor. Now all three
turbines are fully functional in diesel and LPG. During the visit other minor problems were
fixed.
Since the intervention, operations of the PPS based on one single turbine at a time
continued reliably without interruptions.
The materials for the installation of the safety/security fencing around the power facility have
been delivered at site and works are planned to start soon.
The Altiplanic winter caused damages to the cables trenches, although to a smaller extent
than in the past two years, thanks to the implementation of simple protection measures. The
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damages are concentrated in a few locations and the extension is in the range of tens of
meters over a length of 30km.
The discussion on the implementation of the design to improve the tolerance of the medium
voltage cable installation to extreme weather events is still ongoing within the project.
6.3. AUI/NRAO
Progress during January 2013 was 1.2%, reaching a total progress of 96.5% for this project.
This includes total progress, including previous work done by other contractors. The partial
progress in this month has decreased significantly, because Agua Santa subcontractors
have been on site part of the time only. Also February is vacation time in Chile so many
resources have not been available. Agua Santa is working mainly in the trenching and
cabling of the western arm and still completing issues in the inner array found by PA and
remaining work in the southern arm with antenna stations.
The inner array is ready for acceptance from the JAO. This will have to be a provisional
acceptance, because of the lack of permanent power to complete all the electrical tests. Due
to all the JAO activities this acceptance is scheduled for April 2013.The only missing piece of
the installation is SWGR 4 (still named SWGR provisorio), part of the TPS, in loan to the
JAO. There is no firm date from the JAO for the return, but it is to be returned after the start
of the PPS (TBD).
The connection of the PPS to complete the power tests is still delayed due to the overall
ALMA electrical protection system, which was not acting properly as discovered during the
failure on December 21st. Branches 3 and 4 will be powered up with a temporary protection
scheme to allow the start of CSV in the longer baselines for cycle 1 of science. That will
happen in March now. The full completion of the inner array will depend on the PPS
connection. On our side, the pads associated with science needs in cycle 1 are complete,
except for those depending on the JAO returning the loaned switchgear. That will also
happen when the PPS is connected.
The contractor continues civil work, digging trenches now in the Western arm of the
extended array. The work in that area, including trenching and electrical and fiber optics
work in laying those cables continues, and the completion date of that part of the array will
be in April.
The estimated completion date by the contractor is May 2013.
7. SYSTEM ENGINEERING
JAO system engineering (SE) contributed a design change for the power distribution to the
antenna stations that have the missing protective earth wire to convert them from TN-S to
TN-C-S, it is currently under review. SE also reviewed and revised a CRE for the FEHV to
be supplied 230 VAC (single phase) power from the front end service vehicle (FESV), and
reviewed the CRE for the outer array fuse-disconnect enclosures.
The action items for PAI and PAS FE assembly has been summarized. SE is supporting
FETMS system installation at the OSF with NA and EA crews. The commissioning of the
FETMS is partly finished and PAS reports will be generated by mid-March; the operations
readiness review (ORR) of the FETMS will be held by March 31st. Finalization of the PAS of
the cryo enclosures of the ACA antennas is progressing, while awaiting the PA inspection
reports.
Planning and preparation of the delta CDR of the FEHV continued; the new date for the
review is March 19th.
In the course of preparation of the ACRV of the first nutator, the specification document and
interface control document with computing is undertaken.
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The ACRV of DA62 will be held in mid-March. The maintainability review for the ACA
antennas will be held on March 11th (new date). The discussion to close action items from
acceptance meetings of all four types of antennae continues.
During February many system verification reports were produced, especially among those
that need data recovery from sub-systems verification or design review documentation.
Other activities concerned the analysis of band pass stability and on-axis polarization which
showed positive results and will be reported in March-April. The "ALMA database of spurious
signals" was also started, as a way to make available the results of the survey performed by
system verification on bands 3, 6, 7 and 9. In the population of the database, the storing of
autocorrelation data will have priority, in order to eventually aid the total power observations
in Early Science.
Normal work is ongoing for configuration management, release of requirements documents,
and chairing of acceptances. SE continues to support Computing in the testing and
deployment processes of next software releases.
The status of the acceptance as of end of February 2013 follows.

8. SCIENCE IPT
8.1 Commissioning and Science Verification
February was largely unproductive for CSV. The first three weeks saw three days lost to
weather and then the next nine days lost completely to a power outage and subsequent
weather related difficulties in recovering the array. An additional six days were needed to
recover a reasonable number of antennas, 15, and productive effort began on the 21st. In the
following days, considerable time was spent recovering and checking out antennas as they
came back on line. In addition, the remaining week was spent testing various software
related fixes mostly in control, science observing scripts (SOS), and the baseline correlator,
pressing to resolve many remaining issues in order to allow software acceptance for cycle 1.
Due in part to the lengthy delay, these efforts were unfortunately incomplete. A Computing
mission planned to work on control issues was cancelled in light of the power outage.
8.1.1 New Capabilities
It was not possible to take data regarding the defined cycle 2 capabilities, namely bands 4
and 8, long baselines, polarization and spectral scans, due to time limitations and placing
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priorities on cycle 1 readiness. Preparations continued for long baseline testing but we were
unable to move forward in that regard. Work on band-to-band phase transfer was also not
possible because of issues with the front end tuning time and the implications on the
implementation of scan sequences.
Cycle 1 capabilities, specifically single dish and the use of the ACA correlator, made
significant progress thanks in part to our software colleagues. The single dish observing
mode was still undergoing modifications and we had trouble verifying the results because of
some problems in the SOS area and some general stability issues with the ACA Correlator.
8.1.2 Calibration
Some additional problems were found in the online WVR correction and were rectified, but
we still find some amplitude drops in at what appear to be subscan boundaries. Software –
Computing is investigating the problems. By month’s end, we were converging on a viable,
albeit slow, means of collecting Tsys information on the ACA correlator but final verification
was proving elusive.
8.1.3 Science Observing Scripts (SOS)
Another dedicated mission to work on the cycle 1 SOS took place, but some difficulties
occurred with the scheduled mission given the recovery from the power outage. Overall
progress was made but some significant problems remain and another mission is planned
for March to finally resolve many of the issues.
8.2 ASAC
ASAC held its semi-annual face-to-face meeting in Tokyo on February 15th-16th. This was
preceded by a workshop on the development programs. There was specific discussion of the
charges, including rather lively discussion of legacy projects, for which it was deemed too
early to begin, and the concept of duplication and carryover. ASAC was in favour of
carryover of projects from cycle 2 to future cycles if the projects were very highly ranked and
are not completed during the cycle in which they were proposed. ASAC was pleased with
the cycle 0 outcomes and reiterated their desire to see proposal abstracts published. ASAC
endorsed the proposed priorities for cycle 2 and 3, namely the focus on long baselines. In
regards to development programs, the ASAC is aware of potential difficulties in
implementing certain types of observing programs and cautioned that the JAO should weigh
impacts on observing cost in the prioritization, but reiterated that the primary focus should be
the science impact of these programs.
8.3 Staffing
CSV is coordinating with the ALMA regional centers (ARCs) to bring in more resources. We
have continued commitment from the EA ARC for solar and polarization support
supplemented by additional effort from the Taiwanese center. The NA ARC will provide
assistance for spectral scans soon and performance verification later this year. Discussions
with the EU ARC are ongoing but prospects look very good. We arranged for visits from R.
Lucas in April/May to continue his work on online WVR, SOS and astroholography. S.
Matsushita and Y. Asaki will come to assist with the long baseline effort starting in late April
although we are fearful that we will not have much in the way of pad availability for long
baseline testing.
9. INTEGRATED COMPUTING TEAM (ICT)
There were several planned shutdowns of the AOS and OSF computing rooms to
accommodate maintenance activities on the electrical power installations. Unfortunately on
one of them an UPS from the OSF computing room got damaged, triggering the need to shut
down the archive servers for about a week to avoid potential damage. In addition, a failure in
the switchgears, as a result of an electrical storm, resulted in the warm up of the antennas at
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the AOS. The operations software support group had to configure a temporary archive
system to enable critical monitoring needed during the recovery process.
Significant progress was made on the testing of the new bulk data system (BDD) in
preparation of a dedicated mission at the end of February. Preliminary results at the OSF
using TCP protocol look very promising.
Improvements and fixes were introduced to the AOS test interferometer to allow a more
efficient startup and shorter set up times, as well as stability and robustness.
On the software release front, due to the problems mentioned above, acceptance of R9.1R4
had to be delayed until March, due to the insufficient number of antennas available for this
purpose. Development of features for R9.1.5 onwards continues as planned.
The ICT-EA team has introduced many improvements to ACA correlator software. Trx with
the ACA correlator has not improved significantly after the linearity correction is applied, so
additional improvements are in preparation.
The control/correlator team investigated and identified several bugs in February, particularly
in the area of data capture. The team also participated in diagnosing problems that seem to
be widespread in the notification channel. The team spent considerable time diagnosing a
problem significantly affecting data in one baseband and for a subset of the antennas;
however in the end it turned out to be a hardware (cable) problem.
In the data processing area the team members spent significant time implementing
suggestions from the NAASC pipeline testing tiger team and significantly improving the
pipeline heuristics for, e.g., TSys application. The team is in urgent need of more test data
for cycle 1 observing modes (e.g., mixed correlator modes), but is generally confident that
the heuristics development is making good progress towards supporting cycle 1 observing.
Preparation of the request handler for cycle 1 observations is underway. Media delivery has
been implemented and is currently being tested. A mission to Socorro was organized to
discuss pipeline/archive integration tasks. Improvements to the database test environment in
Garching, including integrations with the daily build infrastructure and bi-directional
replication has been implemented. Misalignments between SCO and OSF database
schemas have been found and resolved.
A first observatory face-to-face meeting took place in February. Data migrations issues were
discussed and will be discussed further in the planning and coordination meeting in April. A
meeting for ALMA observing tool and submission service is planned for the end of March.
Steady progress has been made in the development of the new software engineering
infrastructure. New mailing lists are now populated, and the old lists have been discontinued,
SVN test plan has been prepared, webs on the new ICT wiki have been created, and a new
JIRA workflow has been developed.
An ALMA phasing software meeting took place in Bonn at the end of February. TELCAL
team members were invited to attend to discuss phasing algorithm and changes. The overall
software APP software architecture was extended in preparation for the CDR scheduled for
May.
10. SCIENCE OPERATIONS
Status of cycle 0 projects
The cycle 0 observations are done, and the data of all cycle 0 projects have been delivered
to the PIs, except for four projects where the data have technical problems and some more
time is needed for the processing. The PIs of those projects have been informed. Data from
projects with scheduling blocks (SBs) with at least half of the estimated number of
executions were calibrated, imaged and delivered to PIs. The remaining SBs (i.e. those with
less than half of the estimated number of executions) were quickly processed and delivered
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on an "as is" basis, since these data were probably insufficient to reach the requested
science goals. The final status of cycle 0 observing, data reduction, and data delivery is
given in the following figure.

Of the 111 high priority projects:
• 78 projects will be complete (if the data of the remaining three projects passes QA2)
• 21 will be partially complete (some, but not all, SBs will have met the science goals,
i.e. passed QA2)
• Nine do not have enough executions for any SB to pass QA2 (but data were
delivered), four of which are band 9 projects
• Three were not observed; all are band 9 projects
Eleven filler projects were started. All data are delivered:
• Six projects were complete
• Three were partially complete (some, but not all, SBs will have met the science
goals, i.e. passed QA2)
• Two projects did not have enough executions for any SB to pass QA2 (but data were
delivered)
During this month, the ALMA archive query tool and request handler went live in the ALMA
science portal.
Cycle 1 Observations
February was a science shutdown month and no cycle 1 data were taken. In any case no
data could have been taken due to power cuts and software status. Cycle 1 has been
extended to end before the start of cycle 2 on March 1st 2014.
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Cycle 2 Preparations
Preparations for cycle 2 are ongoing including discussions on capabilities and preparations
of documents and software tools. New capabilities being considered for cycle 2 must be
demonstrated by May 31st 2013 to be included in the call.
Official timeline for cycle 2:
• June 4th, 2013: Pre-announcement of the call for proposals
• July 25th, 2013: Call for proposals
• September 5th, 2013: Proposal submission deadline
• November 18th-22nd, 2013: Proposal review meetings
• March 1st, 2014: Start of cycle 2
DSO Hiring:
The hiring of the data analyst and one of the two science archive content managers has
been put on hold due to the budget situation.
EA ARC:
Preparation has been made for the EA ARC review by the Advisory Committee for NAOJ
Radio Astronomy Division, to be held on March 4th-6th.
Panta Bohla (in person) and Daisuke Iono (via videoconference) attended the Science Portal
face-to-face meeting held in Charlottesville on February 4th-6th.
A Development program meeting (February 14th) and ASAC meeting (February 15th-16th)
were held in Mitaka.
We had a meeting with Stuartt Corder, JAO CSV project scientist, on February 18th on EA
ARC involvement in CSV.
EU ARC:
All but six high priority EU cycle 0 data were fully processed and delivered to PIs.
A Common Astronomical Software Application (CASA) data tutorial for cycle 1 PIs was held
at ESO from February 21st-22nd with more than 30 registered participants. The collected
feedback from the PIs for this event was very good.
The ARC data processing cluster has been configured to run the pipeline.
ARC staff participated in tests for ALMA quality assurance and trend analysis (AQUA) , Shift
Log Tool (SLT) and OT, director’s discretionary time (DDT) version.
Phase II cycle 1 projects were carried out by the Phase 2 Group (P2G). Contact scientists at
the EU nodes have worked together with the PIs to finalize their projects.
Felix Stoehr and Eelco van Kampen attended the Science Portal face-to-face held in
Charlottesville on February 4th - 6th.
NA ARC:
During this month, all outstanding NA cycle 0 data were fully processed or delivered to PIs.
A CASA data reduction workshop was held in Charlottesville from February 28th-March 1st.
About 20 astronomers attended. In preparation, additional nodes were added to the NAASC
data processing cluster. The NAASC hosted the face-to-face meeting of the Science Portal
Working Group, with participation from each ARC and the JAO. This meeting accomplished
a much streamlined and more automated process for science portal upgrades. Our P2G
group conducted a training session for contact scientists, and Batch 2 SBs were prepared
and reviewed with PIs.
Job advertisements were posted for a two-year term scientist appointment and a data
analyst, to help with the higher-than-anticipated ARC data reduction load that is expected in
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cycle 1. The next NAASC postdoctoral fellow, Drew Brisben, was hired. Drew will get his
PhD from Cornell University under the guidance of Gordon Stacey and Martin Harwitt, where
his research concentrated on high-z galaxies, sub-millimeter galaxies, star formation and
AGN feedback and metallicity evolution. Al Wootten attended the ALMA development
workshop and ASAC meeting in Mitaka.
11. ALMA DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING (ADE)
11.1 Management
Unfortunately in February a lightning strike caused temporary-power system at the AOS to
shut down suddenly. The subsequent weeks were spent recovering – bringing the array
elements back on line. The length of time it took to fully recover reinforced the JAO’s
determination to develop remote start-up processes for the antennas. This is well
understood to be a major factor in the availability of the array.
11.2 Antenna Group (AG)
In February the AG management laid off three mechanical technician staff members, as part
of the first phase of the staffing transition to operations. In addition to a transporter
technician, another employee resigned for personal reasons.
Repairs to FESV2 were completed; non-destructive testing of the weldments is pending
before putting it back in service. These repairs were conducted in the Vertex building using
the overhead crane and AG would like to thank Bill Johnson for his assistance and
cooperation. Having the use of this facility made the work much easier and safer to perform.
AG staff spent many hours reviewing ACA antenna maintenance documentation and
submitting review item discrepancies to NAOJ in preparation for ACA antenna maintenance
ACRV to be held in March.
11.3

Instrumentation Group (IG)

Back End: AIV activities: Two holography campaigns were executed, on CM11 and DA58;
PAS testing of back end antenna articles are coming to an end this month: PAS of AA 66 is
completed and waiting for the review meeting; DA57 finished station 2 and 3 and now is
ready to go to the AOS. DV25 was re-verified and was moved to the AOS. Operations: after
a power outage at the AOS the array was recovered. Eight array elements were checked
after relocation at the AOS.
Front End: AIV activities: Three new FE's were installed in CM11, DV25, DA57; on AIV+
(bands 4/8/10 integration), eight activities addressed, related to CCA PAS and CCA
reception (shipments from NAOJ). The FETMS from NA and EA have been installed in their
dedicated rooms, and trainings on these are ongoing. Operations: one FE was replaced at
the AOS in DA46. Troubleshooting: eight activities on locking problems, with three resolved;
two issues on WVRs were addressed.
Cryo Team: Integration: Cryo system installation in DA58. Indoor cryo control units were
tested for the upcoming, remaining installations. Maintenance & Troubleshooting: a large
effort was made at the AOS for supporting the recovery of the FEs after power outage. Cryo
lab outfitting: Extensive support was given to the Helium distribution system for the
instrumentation group labs: the major works are concluded, in time for the inauguration. The
cryo cooler refurbishment lab was equipped with the furniture for the absorber recycling
process.
Correlator/DTS: Operations: Several meetings for coordinating the interaction between
ALMA and the APP. The group activities have been highly affected by electrical work to be
done in the correlator lab. CMMS update: the data base has been updated according to the
latest status of the installed LRUs; LRUs repairs were carried out on the DTX power supply.
Our summer student is continuing her work on a CAN switch. Support ACA correlator
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firmware update is underway. Developments: We seem to have an agreeable scheme for
time charging for the APP.
11.4

Maintenance Groups (MG)

Power Generation:
OSF Technical Facilities Area:
No power outages occurred in February.
Maintenance on low voltage equipment was carried out, while work on the medium voltage
equipment is still pending. An accident occurred during the maintenance which was
investigated and actions were implemented to avoid this kind of situations.
AOS Area:
On February 7th, as the result of a lightning storm, a power blackout occurred at the AOS
TPS. All antennas were left without power. Two control units from two generators burned
out, stopping the power supply.
Power Generated:
By PPS = 768 [MWh]
By AOS TPS Generators = 370 [MWh]
Fuel Consumption measured by generators flowmeters:
PG (Butane) by Turbines =300,536 [kg]
Diesel by AOS TPS Generators =112 [m3] = 93,452 [kg]
Fire Alarm System and Fire Suppression Systems:
The AOS TB fire suppression system was maintained from February 4th through 7th. The
lightning storm stopped the scheduled maintenance.
PPS transition
On February 27th, Turbomach arrived on site to solve the LPG fuel supply at turbine number
3 (TG3). The first priority is to re-start the TG3 system, and after that try to respond the
questions defined previously by the JAO and ESO Site IPT.
At this time, we can conclude that the TG3 is running as well as the others. Nevertheless
other points must still be resolved with TSK and Turbomach.
11.5

AIV Processing

During this month one additional array element was delivered to the AOS, namely the last
Vertex antenna (DV25), bringing the delivered total to 56, or 85% of completion.
No new EU antenna got transferred to AIV in February, and three array elements remained
in processing throughout the month. Due to the ongoing OSF TF laboratory civil works, the
vacation period and the activities related to the recovery of the prolonged AOS power outage
that occurred at the beginning of the month, less than the expected amount of AIV activities
could be performed.
A commissioning campaign of the second NAOJ holography receiver took place in the first
half of February, but had to be interrupted due to some remaining technical issues. This will
be taken up again in March.
For station 4 the reports for an additional set of six array elements could be prepared and a
review meeting has been scheduled for early March. The AIV baseline for station 4 testing of
the last 10 array elements is to perform all tests upon arrival at the AOS prior to delivery to
CSV, using the AOS test interferometer.
A budget reconciliation for 2012 and preliminary adjustment 2013 has been prepared and a
related budget CR is going to be filed. The savings that can be returned by AIV to the
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construction project this time amount USD $1.4m. It is noted that no relevant contingency
reserves are kept in the remaining AIV budget.
11.6 Array System Group (ASG)
On February 7th at approximately 7 p.m. local time, a failure occurred to the AOS TPS (five
gensets were shut down at once) which caused a blackout for all antennas at the AOS. The
outage was probably caused by a lightning strike to an element of the system which
damaged the controllers of two of the gensets, triggering the shutdown. Due to the bad
weather, the start of the recovery of the antennas was delayed until February 10th and
continued into March. By February 28th, 38 out of 53 antennas were fully operational and
almost 80 man-days of effort had been expended in the recovery process. We have started
an initiative to review the recovery process and identify improvements to speed it up and
reduce the amount of effort involved.
ASG has provided reports on two major front-end non-conformances clearly delineating the
prevalence of each problem. The first concerns the stabilization time in of band 6 cartridges
which are found to exceed the 15 minutes requirement by a factor of between 2 and 4; the
second is the sensitivity of band 3 cartridges operation to the changing apparent magnetic
field from the Earth as an antenna containing the front-end is moved in azimuth. In both
cases the FE-IPT have agreed with our findings, but in neither case is it possible to remedy
the problem before the end of the construction project. We have agreed with the FE-IPT that
these non-conformances shall be presented to the project managers to determine if and
when these issues will be addressed.
11.7 Integration of bands 4/8/10 at OSF
The installation of the two FETMSs at the OSF has been supported, together with related
staff training. As from March 1st onwards an important amount of engineering resources will
be directed to this new project.
11.8 ALMA Phasing Project (APP)
Preparations for the APP critical design review on May 22nd-23rd in Charlottesville have been
supported. Also, further progress could be made with the JAO cost impact assessment that
is currently under review by the different group managers.
12. ALMA DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTING (ADC)
12.1 Management
Work in the unified procurement interface project continues as planned with the integration
of the payment reports into Navision.
A set of cost reduction totaling about USD 150k were identified following a request of the
head of administration. These reductions have no direct impact on science activities,
although they imply a scope reduction in ADC activities for 2013 as summarized in an
internal memo issued on February 20th.
Work to formalize several pending IT policies will start in March in preparation for the
Operations Readiness Review at the end of the year.
12.2 Information Technology Group (IT)
Most of the IT activities during February were related to the preparation of the inauguration
ceremony; given the large number of visitors expected at the OSF premises and the need to
connect remotely with the SCO. Changes to ALMA infrastructure that were prepared for the
ceremonies are the following:
Physical changes to ALMA infrastructure to provide IT services not considered in the original
design and changes to network configuration to host massive numbers of visitors and protect
access to internal ALMA resources. Also, several tests were conducted with Tango (the
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inauguration production company) to fine tune details about the streaming to be
created/transported via ALMA infrastructure to transmit the inauguration ceremony overseas.
During February we received the visit of our IT colleagues from the Gemini Observatory who
are collecting information about data-centers dedicated to storing astronomical data. Also
during February, IT initiated tests with WAN equipment (RIVERBED) to reduce the
bandwidth utilized to transfer scientific data between the OSF and the SCO.
The Border Gateway protocol is finally implemented in our network, allowing us to switch
automatically between ISP providers in case of failure in one of them.
12.3 Software Group (SG)
Software group activities are reported in the ICT section of this document.
12.4 Archive and Pipeline Operations Group (APO)
With the upcoming start of cycle1, APO has been focused on data consistency checks, data
proprietary periods validations with DMG and discussion of best ways to upload ARCreduced data into the archive, taking advantage of smaller size files.
Misalignments have been fixed and integrity constraints are now in place at the database
level. We expect these problems to disappear. Meanwhile we are monitoring daily and
sending feedback to developers.
A database administrators’ workshop kick-off meeting is being organized by ADC/APO. A
committee meeting charter has been created and is ready for distribution is the tentative
agenda. The workshop will help to exchange information about technical routine tasks in use
by different database administrators at the JAO and Executives. The intention is to
homogenize operational day-to-day procedures as well as identify state-of-the-art technology
tendencies that could benefit ALMA as a single organization.
APO test benchmark tests continue, results will be presented in the meeting mentioned
above.
Network Optimizations: dry runs with a wide area network optimizer are being coordinated
between the OSF and SCO sites. The intention is to investigate improvements in the data
transfer efficiency, aiming to reach up to 60%. This is still work in progress.
Oracle licensing: we are in the process of creating a frame contract with Oracle. Oracle Chile
considers ALMA as a strategic customer, and has allowed a direct contact with them (not
through partners) enabling us to get local support and hopefully better pricing conditions for
buying licenses and renewing yearly support. This possibility will continue to be explored in
March.
13. ADMINISTRATION
The heads of administration (HOA) for the JAO and the Executives met by video conference
on February 27th to review and concur with the ALMA operations 2012 financial report and
the 2013 forecast, among other administrative issues. The HOA prepared an update for the
Directors Council recommending concurrence with the reports and requesting guidance to
prepare a proposal for managing the projected budget overrun resulting from increases in
power generation costs.
The JAO budget team continues to refine the 2013 forecast, taking into consideration the
costs to-date, open commitments, staffing transition plans, additional proposed cost savings
and continued monitoring of power costs and exchange rates. The JAO budget team is also
assisting the concept of operations (CONOPS) WG with a scalable budget model for steady
state operations, as well as operating proposals for Administration and the ADO-Site
activities.
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Significant progress has been made to provide an automated weekly preliminary cost report.
This project is an extension of the project completed last year to consolidate the
procurement platform into a single web-based interface using the ESO ERP system,
Navision. A working group consisting of JAO, ESO and AUI staff is currently testing the
import and consolidation of financial data, consistent with the procurement data already
produced by the ERP. Next month, the group will finalize the report output format, with
expected release of automated weekly financial reports of the consolidated JAO data
available to the JAO department heads, managers and Executives in early April.
In March, the JAO budget team and PMCS will work to prepare transition budgets for 20132014 from construction and operations activities to operations and development activities.
These transition budgets will take into account the transition of all remaining staff and
include prioritized remaining construction activities that will be either absorbed in operations
or completed as special projects as funds are available.
14. HUMAN RESOURCES
February was a month of significant activity and impending changes for the JAO and its staff.
At the All-hands meeting, staff was reminded of upcoming transitions within the ALMA
Director’s Office with the departure of deputy director Lewis Ball, and director Thijs de
Graauw in March and the arrival of incoming Director Pierre Cox, beginning on April 1st.
Monitoring of the new catering/cleaning contractor, Newrest, remained a priority for
observatory management, with the ongoing involvement of union leadership. The transition
from construction to operations was apparent as the JAO proceeded with the announced
Quarter 1 terminations of staff within the ALMA Department of Engineering, as well as within
Hospitality. The incorporation of the volunteer process was helpful in easing some of the
tension surrounding the inevitable lay-offs; however, it was understandably a difficult time for
all directly and indirectly involved. In the midst of all this change, JAO management and staff
also continued to be heavily involved in the preparation for the ALMA Inauguration on March
13th.
Local Staff Members (LSMs)
*Recruitment and Selection

Local Staff Member (LSM) on-going Recruitment
As the JAO analyzes budgetary constraints, recruitment and selection was temporarily put
on hold for part of February:
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•

ALMA Department of Engineering (5)
o Antenna Group (1)
o Maintenance Group (2)
o Instrument Group (2)

•

ALMA Department of Science (3)
o Program Management Group (1)
o Data Management Group (2)

Turnover:
Three LSM’s left the organization during February, all from ADE:
1 Maintenance Manager, Maintenance Group (resignation); 1 Technician II Mechanical,
Antenna Group (transition); 1 Technician II Mechanical, Antenna Group (transition)
ISM Recruitment and Selection
ALMA Postdoctoral Fellows (3 ISMs)
All three candidates selected to receive postdoctoral fellowships at ALMA accepted the
offers (one NRAO, one ESO, one NAOJ contract) and are expected to begin employment in
April 2013.
ISM Departures
Eric Reynolds, BE team lead (Instrument Group, ADE), resigned from the JAO effective
beginning of February.
15. EDUCATION AND PUBLIC OUTREACH
The EPO-IPT focused all its efforts of February on the Communication Task Force for the
inauguration event, which entailed:
Working on the contents, design and printing for the media kit and VIP gifts for invitees;
coordinating the agenda and logistics for Press Day (buses, guides, waivers, lunches, etc.);
coordinating interviews in advance; coordinating the stations and staff in charge of the tours
to the OSF and AOS on Press Day; organizing the streaming and presentations for the press
conference; designing the posters, badges, signage & giant welcome banners; coordinating
with press delegations coming with the Chilean president and other VIPs, among other
tasks.
JAO-EPO could handle just one visit to the site of the Chilean newspaper El Mercurio, which
interviewed the ALMA director for a balance of his work. The incoming director was also
interviewed by the other main Chilean newspaper (La Tercera - QuéPasa magazine).
NRAO conducted media training session for NRAO/ALMA staff ahead of inauguration.
NAOJ put out web news articles on the following topics:
-

ALMA development planning meeting and ASAC

-

Comet PANSTARRS captured in Chile

-

Scientific experiment & lecture at an elementary school

NAOJ also filmed the SIS receiver manufacturing at the NAOJ clean room as a part of
constructing a history video.
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16. SAFETY
Training
Two sessions of training on high mountain emergencies and rescue were carried out to
ALMA employees and brigade members. Each session lasted three complete days and was
offered by “Rescate Andino” (a mountain rescue squad). Training included basic survival
techniques in extreme weather, transportation of injured individuals and basic first aid
treatment, rope and apparel use.
Vehicles
There was an incident involving a backhoe from North American contractor Agua Santa,
which fell into a trench. Neither personnel nor equipment damages were reported.
Power
ALMA Safety has committed a large percentage of its time to provide support to all the
activities regarding the LPG facilities and powering up of the turbines, and switch gears at
the OSF and AOS
During the first week of February an incident involving two ALMA project employees
occurred while carrying out maintenance work on a UPS system. One employee suffered
minor burns to one of his hands and was treated at the Calama hospital. A series of steps
have been taken to prevent this type of accidents from recurring.
Emergency
ALMA Safety has started training on ALMA’s emergency procedures to all observatory
employees. Training is being carried out with small groups from each department. The goal
is to have all personnel trained by the end of the first quarter.
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17. LIST OF ACRONYMS
ACA: Atacama Compact Array
ACRV: Acceptance Review
ACU: Antenna Control Unit
ADC: ALMA Department of Computing
ADE: ALMA Department of Engineering
ADSC: ALMA Development Steering Committee
AEM: Consortium building the European antennas
AG: Antenna Group
AIPT: Antenna IPT
AIV: Assembly, Integration and Verification
AM: Amplitude-Modulated
AOS: Array Operations Site
ARC: ALMA Regional Center
ASAC: ALMA Science Advisory Committee
ASG: Array System Group
BUS: Back Up Structure
CAR: Corrective Action Request
CASA: Common Astronomical Software Application
CCA: Cold Cartridge Assembly
CDR: Critical Design Review
CfT: Call for tenders
CIPT: Computing IPT
CMMS: Computerized Maintenance Management System
CSV: Commissioning and Science Verification
CSV: Commissioning and Science Verification
CTE: Coefficient of Thermal Expansion
DSO: Department of Science Operations
DTS: Data Transfer System
EA: East Asian
EASC: European ALMA Support Centre
EDM: Electronic Documentation Management
EPO: Education and Public Outreach
ESO: European Organisation for Astronomical Research in the Southern Hemisphere
EU: European
FE: Front End
FEHV: Front End Handling Vehicle
FEIC: Front End Integration Centers
FESV: Front End Service Vehicle
FETIM: Front End Thermal Interlock Modules
FETM: Front End Test Measurement
FETMS: FE Test and Measurements Systems
FEHV: Front End Handling Vehicle
HIA: Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics
HVAC: Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning
IG: Instrumentation Group
ICT: Integrated Computer Team
IPT: Integrated Product Team
ISM: International Staff Member
IT: Information Technology
JAO: Joint ALMA Office / Joint ALMA Observatory
LO: Local Oscilador
LPG: Liquefied Petroleum Gas
LRU: Line Replaceable Unit
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LSM: Local Staff Member
MIPT: Management Integrated Product Team
NA: North American
NAASC: North American ALMA Science Center
NAOJ: National Astronomical Observatory of Japan
NCR: Non Conformance Report
NRAO: National Radio Astronomy Observatory (USA)
NTC: NRAO Technology Center
OPT: Optical Pointing Telescope
ORR: Operations Readiness Review
OSF: Operations Support Facility
OT: Observing Tool
PA/QA: Product Assurance/Quality Assurance
PAI: Preliminary Acceptance In-house
PAS: Provisional Acceptance on Site
PDR: Preliminary Design Review
PI: Principal Investigator
PM: MELCO 12-m antennas
PMCS: Project Management Control System
PPS: Permanent Power System
RAL: Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (UK)
SB: Scheduling Block
SE: System Engineering
SEF: Site Erection Facility
SIS: Semiconductor-Insulator-Semiconductor
SOS: Science Observing Scripts
SW: Software
TB: Technical Building
TF: Technical Facility
TN-S: indicates an earthing system combining T (earth), N (neutral) and S (separate)
TN-C-S: indicates an earthing system combining T (earth), N (neutral), C (combined) and S
(separate)
TPS: Temporary Power System
UPS: Uninterruptible Power Supply
WCA: Warm Cartridge Assembly
WVR: Water Vapor Radiometer
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